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The experience that can give added value in the training process is the Summer Camp, also in Italy, American style. 

Multi sport, dance, singing, esports, acting, or in English where the kids have more confidence with the language and 

are able to fully enjoy the enthusiasm that characterizes the camp. Complete courses with workshops, cultural and 

educational activities, with children from all over Italy and Europe, aged 10 and up. The kids are busy all day, and in 

the evening extra-campus activities on the beaches or in the recreation rooms of the hotels. English language courses, 

always combined with sports and recreational activities.



 SUMMER MULTI SPORT CAMPS - IN ITALY 

Vacanze sportive, natura, lingue straniere e musica dal 1985 

More than 40 camps in Canazei, 
 Lignano S.D. and Grosseto  

starting at   Euro 490.- per week 



In Umbria o Piemonte regions, English or American tutors (senza andare all’estero…)
Starting at Euro 1.300.- per week  

The camp is organized entirely in English and the entire staff is made up of qualified mother-tongue instructors and teachers. All sports, 

activities, training exercises and traditional classroom lessons are held in English. Children have the opportunity to improve their 

language skills while acquiring valuable skills in outdoor activities. Every day the participants are involved in a new outdoor discipline, 

which for many of them will represent a totally new challenge. Each sport is preceded by a briefing and once the children have been 

properly instructed and informed of the safety measures necessary to practice the activity without danger they go into action and get 

involved by climbing a vertical wall, rafting on rapids, pedaling on a mountain bike through the woods,   honing your orientation 

techniques in an unknown territory, exploring valleys and mountains in a fantastic two-day trek, and much more.

 

  ENGLISH CAMPS   -  IN ITALY 



Proposals also for Summer Camps in France (soccer),
Switzerland (adventure camp) , Portugal (surf) or 

in the USA / Florida: tennis, basketball, golf, football 
and many  other activities in the American campus or academies. 

 SUMMER MULTI SPORT CAMPS

 EUROPE and USA
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